Publilius, ftnoted in Thesaurus, p. 362--if source for "Light is the desire..." is needed, attribute to him?
light  lux

desire  desiderare

universe  universum
Morrie to Paul, or the whole school?

Grammar. Diagram. Do you see?

—one of the benefits of one-room school is that a younger student can take in things being taught to the grade(s) ahead of him/her. Paul: the porosity of classes...
Misce stultitiam consiliis brevem—Mix some small folly with your widdom.

Thesaurus footnote, p. 339
check Burke's Peerage or other source for motto, along the line of the one above front door of Brechin's Mechanics' Institute, Clementia et Animus.

pax et spes (Camillo, p. 1061)
pac et spere (Clementine, p. 1105)
lude et constantia (Clementian, p. 1111)
frutile et velare (Goulding of Mellicent, p. 1141)
animus et fide (Grotian, p. 1154)
deo et nege (Harlington, p. 1260)

(scanned to p. 1313)
analemma

dictionary: "A graduated scale, in the shape of a figure eight, indicating the sun's declination and the equation of time for every day of the year, usually found on sundials and globes. (Latin: a sundial, from Greek...)"
Father's big dictionary...

Paul looks up fate & destiny
words let in to the eyes (reading; use w/ Paul's Latin?)
Mauriè: go tog
motive: clarity in the root?
toponym

toponymy

topology
"Paul, there is no rat in apparatus. Go to the root."
Tacent satis laudant—Their silence is praise enough. (Terence)
Moe grilling Paul about Latin-based words:

"What is the root?"

"Tell me the root."